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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper examines, by means of integer-valued norms, the 
problem of the existence of continuous characters on topological 
Abelian groups. In the Appendix it is shown that connected topological 
groups with nice character properties are built from groups G, where 
each G, is a quotient group of a normed space modulo a discrete 
subgroups. It turns out that there is a discrete subgroup K of 1s such 
that the only continuous character of Z,/K is the trivial character. 
Thus the basic question is when does a normed space E modulo a 
discrete subgroup K have many characters. In this paper it ,will be 
shown that E/K h as many characters if E can be equipped with an 
equivalent norm which is integer valued. A Hahn-Banach type result, 
Theorem 2.4, is needed here. Theorem 2.6 gives a necessary condition 
for the existence of many characters and Theorem 2.1 gives a similar 
sufficient condition. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let K be an Abelian group. An integral norm is a function 
II II : K-Z+, where 2 is the integers under the natural ordering 
satisfying 
1. /I x 11 = 0 if and only if x = 0, 
2. II x + Y II < II x II + II Y IL 
3. 11 nx 11 = 1 n 1 11 x 11 for n E 2. 
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Notice that if we replaced Z by R, we would get the familiar real 
norm. 
If we are given a group K equipped with an integral norm, then K 
is torsion free. For if nx = 0, then 0 = 11 0 11 = /I nx 11 = 1 n / II x j/ 
implies that either n = 0 or x = 0. 
As an example of such an integrally normed group, consider a 
subgroup K of Z1 . If {ui}~=i is the standard basis of I1 , i.e., x E II 
implies x = CT?“=1 oliui with oliER and IIx~I=~~/cLI, then let 
K = {x E Zi j x = Cr=“=, nisi where ni E Z and N is some finite integer). 
iJ,;;ztd to K assumes only integer values and hence is an integral 
Given an Abelian group K with an integral norm I/ I/, it will be 
shown that K can be embedded in a rational vector space EK with a 
rational norm 11 11’ where Ij 11’ restricted to K is jl I/. EK will be chosen 
so that K generates EK in the vector space sense. 
First K can be embedded in a vector space E over the rationals 
since K is torsion free (See Kurosh [I], pp. 206-207.). Then we will 
define EK to be the vector space generated by K. It can be seen that if 
x6-&, then nx E K for some integer n # 0. 
If xEEK, define /I x 11’ = (I n I)-’ II nx 11 where 71 f 0 is an integer 
with nx E K. We can easily verify that 11 Ij’ is well-defined. For if 
x E EK and mx, nx E K for m, n # 0, then mnx E K and I m 1 11 nx II = 
] n ] 11 mx ]I implies that (I ~?j)-‘lI nx II = (I m I)-’ ]I mx 11. 
Next we will verify that j/ jj ’ is a rational norm. Let x, y E EK . 
1’. II x 11’ = 0 if and only if x = 0. 
This follows from the definition of II I)’ and property 1 of integral 
norms. 
2’. I] rx 11’ = 1 r j ]I x 11’ for r E Q, the rationals. 
If TX = 0, then this follows from 1’. So suppose rx # 0 and thus 
Y = m/n where m, n are integers with m, n f 0. 
Let p # 0 be an integer such that p(n-ix) E K and thus px E K. 
Then 
3’. II x + Y II’ < II x II’ + II Y II’. 
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For if 11 # 0 is an integer such that nx, ny E K, then 
lix+Yll’=++null < ,%, 1 II f2c-c II + & II v /I = II x II’ + II Y II’. 
Conversely, let E be a vector space over the rationals with a rational 
norm [I 11. Suppose that K is a subgroup of E such that jj I/ restricted 
to K assumes integer values. Then /I /I restricted to K is an integral 
norm. 
If k E K and 11 k 11 < &, then jl K /I = 0 since I/ K Ij is a positive integer 
so that K = 0. Thus K is a discrete subgroup of E. 
Suppose that we are given a group K equipped with an integral 
norm 11 11. Let g be a group homomorphism g : K -+ 2 where the 
group operation in 2 is +. Define 
llgll =&y 
xi0 
Next embed K in EK and extend g to a group homomorphism 
f : EKeQ. This can be done since the rationals, Q, are divisible 
(see Kaplansky [2], p. 11). It can easily be checked that f is a linear 
map if we regard Ex as a vector space over the rationals. 
By the usual definition 
The claim is that I] f I] = 11 g I). Certainly Ilg ]I < II f 11 since g is the 
restriction off to K. But if x # 0 and x E EK , then there exists an 
integer tl such that nx E K. But then for every 1 f(x)l/ll x 11 appearing 
in the definition of II f 11, we get a corresponding 
I&a _ I.fW>l _ In I IfW _ I./WI ---- 
II nx II II nx II I n I II XII 
- --* 
II x II 
Thus Ilf II ,< II g II which proves that llf II = II g II. 
Naturally everything can be extended to a vector space over the 
reals. That is, EK is contained in an generates, in the vector-space 
sense, the vector space E over the reals where E is the real subspace 
generated by EK in the topological completion of EK under the 
uniformity defined by 11 I] on EK . Then I/ 11 on Ex extends to a real 
norm I] 11’ on E since E,is a dense subset of E and since /I 11 is uniformly 
continuous on Ex. Similarly if g is a linear functional g : Eg+Q, 
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g extends to a linear functional f : E -+ R where f is an R-linear 
functional and 11 f Ij = 11 g 11. 
We will complete this preliminary section by examining the 
characters on normed vector spaces. If E is a real normed space and T 
a continuous character of E, i.e., -r is a continuous group homo- 
morphism 7 : E---f T, the circle group, then T = ezVif where f is a 
continuous, real-valued linear functional (See Hewitt and Ross [3], 
pp. 370-371). Th e subgroup on which r vanishes is the subset on 
which f assumes integer values. 
Suppose that K is a closed subgroup of E and T’ is a character of 
the quotient group E/K. Then r’ induces a character 7 on E which 
vanishes on K. Thus T = ezrif where f restricted to K is an integer- 
valued homomorphism. 
3. Z-NORMS AND CHARACTERS 
Let G be a topological group and let T be the circle group. A 
neighborhood W of T is called a balanced neighborhood if W = T or 
W * {y E T 1 y = ezniz, I x 1 < M} where M is a real number 
dependent on W with 0 ,< M < a. In particular we define the 
neighborhoods W(n) for n 3 2 by 
W(n) = {y E T 1 y = e2niz, j x / < l/2”}. 
If 7 is a continuous character of G and IV is a neighborhood of the 
identity of T, then T-‘(W) is called a weak neighborhood of G. If 
n >, 2 and T is a character of G T-‘( W(n)) = nz&:: 2?-l( W(2)). 
If U is a subset of an Abelian group H, we define 
l/2 u = {x E u j 2x E U}. 
Suppose H is a topological group and U is a open set. If 9) is the 
map v : x --f 2x, x E H, then y is continuous since H is a topological 
group. 1/2U is open since 1/2U = U n fp-l(U). 
In particular if W is a balanced neighborhood of, T with W # T, 
then there exists an integer n > 2 such that l/2 W C W(n) C IV. 
If W is a balanced neighborhood of T and T is a continuous character 
of a topological group G, then F’(W) is called an elementary weak 
neighborhood of G. Suppose that W, # T is a balanced neighborhood 
of T and r, is a continuous character of G with 01 E A. Then there is 
an integer n(a) with l/2 W, C W(n(a)) C W, . Suppose further that U 
is a neighborhood of G with U = &A T;‘( W,). 
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Then 
Suppose G has a basis of the identity of neighborhoods U that are 
the intersection of elementary weak neighborhoods. Then G has a 
basis of the identity of neighborhoods V which are the intersection 
of neighborhoods of the form T-i(W(n)). Here we assume that G has 
nontrivial topology since otherwise I’ = G. But since 
n-2 
+(w(~)) = n 277+(~(2)), 
?lZ=O 
the neighborhoods V are the intersections of neighborhoods of the 
form ~;r’( W(2)) f or pi a continuous character of G. 
The next theorem shows that if a quotient group of a normed 
space has nice properties, then the original vector space’s norm can 
be replaced by a norm whose restriction to the kernel group is an 
integral norm. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a discrete subgroup of a normed space E. 
If E/K has a basis of the identity of sets which are the intersection of 
elementary weak neighborhoods, then E has an equivalent norm which 
assumes integer values on K. 
Proof. Let rr : E --f E/K be the canonical map. Since K is discrete, 
then there exists an open ball A of radius r > 0 in E such that 
A n K = {O}. Let B = *A. By hypothesis there is a neighborhood 
V in E/K such that V C n(B) an such that V is the intersection of d 
elementary weak neighborhoods. Define U = n-l(V) n B. V C T(B) 
implies that n(U) = V. 
NOW VI’= &T, -‘(IV) where T, is a continuous character of E/K 
and W is as defined before. Each 7, induces a character ra = T,Z- on E. 
Since -rP vanishes on K, 78 = eznif B where the linear functional fa takes 
integer values on K. U = r-l(V) n B implies that U = 7~-l( V) n B = 
+md(w>) n B = mu 7r-lT;1( W)) n B = (n. (TaT+‘( W)) n B = 
u-b+wmB = end e2rifs)-‘( W)) n B. 
Since U is a neighborhood of E it contains a balanced, convex, 
absorbing, open set U”. Hence if x E E, then there is a A, with 1 A, 1 < 1 
such that for 1 h [ < 1 M,x E U. The claim is that 1 fs(X,x)i ,< i for 
all the fs . If not since eaaifPx) E W, we get that f&x) = n + 8 
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we get that 
( 1 2(n + 0) 1 (h,x) E u. 
Hence 
But this contradicts the fact that 
e2dfs (( 1 2(n + e> 1 1 X,x E eznifdu) C W. 
Thus it has been shown for 1 A, 1 6 1 and the given fa , that 
I fd44I d a. 
Let U’ be the set of all x in E with 1 f&x)1 < 5 for the set of givenf, . 
Suppose x E U’ with x Q! U. Then since x E +-l(V), x $ B. For some A 
with ]A/ <l, we get hx~+A and XXF$~A=B. But since U’is 
balanced, we get Ax E u’ C n-l( I’). Then there must be a y in U with 
n(y) = n(k) since n( U) = V. But then y - XX E K n (iA + iA) = 
K n A. y - Xx + 0 since XX $ B and y E B. But this contradicts the 
fact that K n A = 0. Hence x E U which implies U’ C U. 
Now it was shown that U contains a balanced, convex, and 
absorbing neighborhood u” with Ifa( < * for the given fs and 
x E u”. But this means that u” C u’ so that 77’ is a neighborhood 
of the identity. u’ C UC B implies that U’ is a bounded neighborhood. 
Hence the topology induced by {n-lU’),“=, is the same as the original 
topology. 
Define for x E E I/ x ljK to be maxq If4(x)I. If x E U’, 1 fj(x)j < t so 
that since U’ is absorbing maxa 1 &(x)1 exists for all x E E. (I (IK gives 
the same topology as [I jl since the closed ball of radius $ of 11 \lx: is 
precisely U’. 
Since fs(K) C -T II IL is an integer-valued function on K. Hence the 
theorem is proved with 11 IIK the new norm. 
Next we will prove two lemmas which will be used to prove a 
Hahn-Banach-type theorem for the integers. This theorem will be 
needed to prove Theorem 2.6 which is a partial converse of 
Theorem 2.1. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let yi for 1 < i < n be elements of a real normed 
vector space E. If 11 CF=r yi Ij = C& 11 yi /I, then II // is a linear functional 
on the cone generated by {y& . 
Proof. Let {CQ> b e a finite set of real numbers with olii > 0, 
1 < i < n and 1 < j < m. Then for {xj}~“=1 with xj = xi ~j~yi , there 
exists an integer p > 0 and real numbers q > 0 such that 
Cj olii + ai = p where p is independent of i. Thus 
2 xj + Ii %Yi = P &Vi - 
j=l i=l 
Suppose that 
Then we get that 
But this contradicts the fact that 11 p xi yi II = p xi II yi 11. Therefore 
II Ci xi II = CL~ o~~,~lI yi II and II II is linear on the cone generated by 
{yi}. Notice that th e result holds for rationally normed spaces E since E 
can be completed to a real normed space. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let EK be a rationally normed vector space over the 
rationals such that EK is generated by a subgroup K with jl 11 restricted 
to K integer-valued. Also, let x, y E EK . Then there is a 0 > 0 such that 
/I /I is linear on the sector S in which the elements ax + by satisfy 
a < Bbfora, b 20. 
Proof. We may assume that x, y E K by substituting for x and y, 
px and py where px, py E K and p E 2. 
Call z, = 2”y + x. 
II 2”y II = II Z”Y + x - x II = II Gn - x !I G I/ &n II + II --x II = II %l /I + II x II 
so that 
1. -II x II < II %n II - II ZrnY II 
Also 
II %a+, II - II 2”+‘Y II = II 2”+‘Y + $2 II - II zn+v Ii 
= II 2”Y + zny + x II - II 2”+lY II = II 2”Y + %a II - II 2”+lY II 
< II 2”Y II + II &z II - II 2”+lY II = II %a II - II 2”Y II 
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2. II %a+1 II - II zn+3 II < II % II - II 29 II* 
From 1 and 2 we get -II x II ,< II z,+~ II - II zn+‘y II < II x, II - II 2’9 II. 
Thus since the norm is integer valued on K, there must exist N, a E 2 
such that for all n, m > N, a = II z, 11 - jl 2ny II = Ij x, II - 11 2my 11. 
Letting m = n + 1 and substituting for a, and zn+r, we get 
11 2%~ + x /I - II 2”y 11 = 11 2”+‘y + x jl - /I 2%+ly 11. This gives us 
\I 21ty + x 1) + 1) 2”~ 1) = 1) 2”+ly + x 1). But then, by Lemma 2.2, )I 1) 
is linear on the cone in EK generated by 2ny and 2”~ + x. For we may 
set y1 = 2ny and ya = 2”~ + x. Thus II II is linear on the sector S in 
which the elements ax + Sy satisfy a < 2”b for a, b > 0. Therefore 
the lemma is proved. 
Let {x~}& be a set in K where K is a subgroup of the real normed 
space E and the norm of E assumes integer values on K. Let y0 = x,, . 
Suppose inductively for 1 < m < n ym = Cr!ilyi + a,x, where 
a, > 0 and a, E Q. Also assume inductively that 11 CzOyz II = 
Y n+l = gri + an+lxn+l with an+, > 0 
and anfl E Q. Here letting x = x,+~ and y = Cbo yi , we may apply 
Lemma 2.3 and get 
by letting anfl be small enough. Then using the inductive hypothesis, 
we get 
But since the proof is inductive, 
for any n. Hence by Lemma 2.2, II II ’ 1 IS inear on the cone P generated 
bY {Yi%* 
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Since yi E EK , there exists an integer m, > 0 such that rngi E K 
for i = 1, 2,..., n. Also, there exists an integer m2 with m2 > 0 such 
that 0 < (l/m,m,) < a,,, . Thus 
and m1m2 CL, yi + x~+~ E P. But then xn+r , m1m2 c:Y,, yi E K 
implies that mlmg Cto yi + xn+r E K so that 
mlmz i Yi + xn+, EPnK. 
i=l 
Thus since x0 = y0 P n K generates K. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let EK be a vector space over the rationals equipped 
with a rational norm 11 11. S pp u ose that K is a countable subgroup of EK 
that generates EK in the vector-space sense and that 11 11 assumes integer 
values on K. Then if u E EK , there exists a linear functional f : EK -+ Q 
withf(u)=IIuII,jf(x)[ ,<IIxIIforx~E,,andf:K-tZ. 
Proof. There exists a rational number r > 0 such that ru = x0 E K. 
We may assume x,, # 0 and we may assume since K is integrally 
normed that if ny = x,, for y E K and n E 2, then n = &l. If we can 
find a linear functional f : EK -+Qsuchthatf(x,) = II x0 IL If64 G Ilxll 
for XEE~, and f : K --+ 2, then the theorem has been proved. For 
then we get 
f(u) = (+-)f(so) = (i) II x0 II = II 11 II 
Now K is a discrete subgroup of EK since /I II assumes integer values 
on K. In fact for the ball B of radius 8 in EK , B n K = (0). But then 
if K’ is any subgroup of K of finite rank, K’ is the direct sum of 
infinite cyclic groups. This follows since K’ is a discrete subgroup of 
a finite-dimensional space EK, , the vector space generated by K’. 
Thus since K is countable, K is the direct sum of a countable number 
of infinite cyclic groups (See Pontrjagin [4], pp. 168-169.). We can 
choose a Z-module basis {xz}&, of K by starting with x,, and then 
extending this to a basis {xi}& . 
We have shown just before this theorem that there exists (yi}; C EX 
with x,, = y,, , {xi}: generated by {yi}: and with 11 11 linear on the cone 
P generated by {y$. 
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In P there exists elements of K which generate K. Hence the linear 
functional f on EK which is an extension of 11 11 on P is integer valued 
on K. This follows since for x E K n Pf(x) = 11 x jl E 2. 11 f/I = 1 
since the elements of P of norm one are in the supporting hyperplane 
off and generate a vector space containing K and thus containing EK . 
Since x,, E P, f(xO) = I/ x,, I/ and the proof is completed. 
It can be shown that Theorem 2.4 can not be strengthened to a 
strong Hahn-Banach-type theorem. Thus it can be shown that if K 
is a integrally normed countable group with K = KI @ K, alge- 
braically and if g is a homomorphism g : K, -+ 2 such that 11 g II < CO, 
then in general g cannot be extended to a homomorphism g, : K--t 2 
which is bounded in norm. This will follow from a later example. 
For a vector space E over the rationals, the term rational poly- 
hedron will be used to mean the convex hull of a finite number of 
points in E. The term rational is used since there could conceivably 
be a polyhedron in E with its vertices missing. Such a polyhedron 
could be obtained by embedding E in a vector space F over the reals 
and letting the vertices be points in F but not in E. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If K is an integrally normed group and EK the 
normed vector space over the rationals which K is naturally embedded in, 
then the unit ball in n-dimensions of EK is a rational polyhedron. 
Proof. Let n be a finite integer and {xi}: be a set of elements of 
EK linearly independent over the rationals. 
By taking suitable integer multiples of the xi , we may assume that 
{x& C K. 
Letting Exn be the vector subspace generated by {xi} and 
Kn= KnE,“, we may ap,ply Theorem 2.4 since K” will be coun- 
table. The unit ball in EKn will be the polar of a set of linear functionals 
1 fJLs4 with fa : K -+ 2. But then f(xi) will be an integer with 
IfWl G II xi II. Th is shows that there are only a finite number of 
linear functionals in our given set. But then the polar of this set 
( fa} is a polyhedron (see Weyl [.5]). Since f (xi) E 2, the coefficients 
with respect to the basis {xi} are integral. Hence the vertices of the 
polyhedron are points with rational coordinates since they are the 
intersections of the supporting hyperplanes associated with the fa and 
are thereby solutions of a system of linear equations with rational 
coefficients. 
Let E be a separable real normed space and let K be a subgroup 
such that all elements of K have integral norm and such that the 
smallest closed subspace containing K is Et K is countable since it 
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is a discrete subgroup of a separable normed space. Let B = {fa} be 
the set of all continuous real functionals on E which are integral 
valued on K. Call K’ = naf;‘(Z). KC K’ since the f= were chosen 
so that K Cf;l(Z). 
If fl is an integer-valued homomorphism on K satisfying 
Ifl(4 <WXIlf or some fixed M, then fi is extendable to a continuous 
rational linear functional fi of E, C E. This linear functional is 
extendable by continuity to a continuous real linear functional 
defined on El . 
Thus making use of Theorem 2.4, we get for every x E EK a linear 
functionalfof E withf(x) = /I x /I, l/fli = 1, andfE B. 
If x E E, then for E given there is an f in B with If(x) - (1 x 11 1 < E. 
For if x E E, there is a y in EiK with 1) y - x 11 < 9~. Furthermore 
there is an f in B with II f II = 1 and f(y) = II y 11. Thus we get 
Therefore I f(x) - II x I/ 1 < E with f E B. 
If I] x 11 $2, we can choose E small enough so that f(x) $2. But 
then x $ K’. 
Since the elements of K’ have integral norm, K’ is discrete. Because 
KC K’, there is a natural quotient map p : E/K + E/K’. The kernel 
of p is K’IK. 
If T is a character of E/K, then it is induced from a character of E 
of the form eznif with f E B. But then by the definition of K’eznif also 
induces a character of E/K’. Hence there is a natuKbijec% $ 
between the characters of E/K’ and E/K where fi : E/K’--+ E/K is 
defined by&T) = rp for T a character of E/K’. 
The subgroup of those elements of E/K which are not separated 
from the identity by continuous characters is precisely K’IK. K’/K is 
discrete since K’ is discrete. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let G = E/K where E is a normed space and K is a 
discrete subgroup of E with EIC separable. Suppose that E can be given 
an equivalent norm such that this norm restricted to K is integer-valued. 
Then all of the elements of G are separatedfrom the identity by continuous 
characters except for a discrete subgroup. 
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Proof. Let &Jr be the smallest real vector subspace of E con- 
taining K. Then it was just shown that the subgroup S of elements 
of El/K not separated from the identity is a discrete subgroup. 
Each one of the characters pi of El/K induces a character on El of 
the form e2nif(z) where f(x) is a continuous linear functional of E, . 
But then f can be extended to a continuous linear functional g of E 
by the Hahn-Banach theorem. Define a character on E to be e2nig. 
Then this character induces a character r2 on E/K since e2@ is an 
extension of elnif and e2vif vanishes on K. 
If an element y of El/K is not separated from the identity by 
continuous characters of G, then y belongs to S since any continuous 
character of EJK can be extended to a continuous character of G by 
the preceeding arguments. Suppose y E G and y $ El/K. Choosing an 
x in E which is mapped to y by the quotient map, we can find a 
continuous linear functional f of E withf(x) = 8 and f vanishing on E, . 
Thus the character T = eaTif induces a character r2 of G which 
separates x from the identity of G. 
Next an example will be given of a separable normed space E with 
an integrally normed subgroup Kl such that E/K, does not have 
enough characters to separate points. Here E will be C, the set of all 
real valued sequences which go to zero and the norm will be the 
sup-norm. 
Let {ui}& be the canonical basis of C, . Call the subgroup generated 
by {z+},“K and the subgroup generated by {2ui}7K2. Define Kl to 
be the subgroup 
Kr = 
! 
x = f niui E K 2 divides 2 ni . 
i=l i-1 I 
Kl is a subgroup since it is the inverse image of the even integers by 
the homomorphism 8 : K + 2 defined for x = CF=‘=, niui by e(x) = 
CL ni . Obviously K, C Kl C K. 
C,/K has enough characters to separate points. For if y E C, and 
y 4 K, then y has a coordinate y, with yJ 4 2. If fJ is the continuous 
linear functional of C, defined by fJ : U, -+ 1 and fJ(ui) = 0 for 
i # j, then fJ assumes integer values on K and fJ(y) = yJ is not 
an integer. Hence e 2nif.r induces a character r on Co/K such that r 
does not vanish on the image of y in C,,/K. This shows that C,,/K 
has enough characters to separate points. 
Let T be a character of C,,/K:, . Then T induces a character elmif 
of C,, . Hence f restricted to Kl is integer valued and belongs to lr . 
Since K, C Kl, f must assume integer values on (224,) so that 
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fW = 8h) f or ni E 2. But then sincef E Zr , this means thatf(uJ = 0 
for i 3 N for some N. For otherwise, ljfll = CF?=l If(uJJ = CO. 
By the definition of Ki , we have u1 - uN E K1 . Hence f(z+) = 
f(ui) + 0 = f(~i) - f(uN) = f(ui - uN) E 2. But then eznif vanishes 
on u1 . Since 7 was an arbitrary character of C,,/rC, , this shows that 
5, is not separated from the identity by continuous characters where 
I, is the image of u1 is C,/Ki under the quotient map. Similarly it can 
be checked that the image tii of ui for arbitrary i cannot be separated 
from the identity of C,/rC, . 
Let H be the subgroup of C,/K, of all elements not separated from 
the identity by the continuous characters of C,,/rC, . Since C,,/K has 
enough characters to separate points and since Ki C K, then for 
p : C,, -+ C,/rC, where p is the canonical map, p-l(H) C K1 . But 
p-l(H) contains {Us}. Hence p-l(H) = K. H is discrete since K1 C K. 
For H is ismorphic to K/K1 and is in fact a discrete subgroup of 
order 2. 
Since H is a discrete Abelian group, it has enough characters to 
separate points. Also (C,,/K,)/H = C,,/K implies that (C,/K,)/H has 
enough characters to separate points. Thus C,,/KI is an example of 
an Abelian topological group which does not have enough characters 
to separate points and yet is an extension of a group, H, which has 
enough characters to separate points by a group Co/K which has 
enough characters to separate points. 
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APPENDIX 
In this appendix it will be shown how a Hausdorff topological 
group G with nice character properties is built up from normed 
spaces. 
For G a group, n EZ, n > 0 and UC G, we define (l/n)?7 = 
{z E G ) mx E Ufor 1 < m < ti}. Suppose that G has no open 
subgroups and has a neighborhood V such that the 1/2”V are a basis 
of the identity of G. Also suppose that V is the intersection of 
elementary weak neighborhoods _ V, (Y E A with V, = T;‘( U,) where 
U, is a balanced neighborhood of T and 7, is a continuous character 
of G as in Section 3. If G is not the identity group, we can assume 
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that U, # T. Note that if U, # T, the (1/2”)U, form a basis of the 
identity of T and T;‘(( l/2”) U,) = (l/2”) V, . 
Equip ILA T, where T, = T with the topology having a basis 
of the identity of sets (l/2”) U where U = naEA U, . We can embed 
G in n T, by the map 0 : G + n T, defined for g E G by B(g) = 
(4dL4 * 
Let E be the subset of the product ncrER R, consisting of all bounded 
elements where R, = R is the reals. Then E equipped with the 
sup norm is a normed space. Define tag : R, + T, by pa : x --t ezniMcP 
where 44, is the positive real number associated with U, as in Section 3. 
Then define p : JJ A, -+ n T, by p = n T, . M is continuous and 
open. This follows because p is a local isomorphism. p maps E onto 
the subgroup generated by the set p = n pe . 8(G) belongs to this 
subgroup since G has no open subgroups and since U is an open 
set in fl T, . 
Thus it has been shown that G is isomorphic to a subgroup 8(G) 
that is a quotient group of E. The Kernel K1 of p is a discrete sub- 
group since p is a local isomorphism. 
Furthermore, because p is a local isomorphism, there exists an 
open neighborhood S of E with p restricted to S an isomorphism. 
Since f?(G) has no proper open subgroups, p(S) n O(G) generates 
B(G). Definining the subgroup H of E to be the group generated by 
CL-l(O(G)) n S, it can be checked that p(H) = O(G). Here p a local 
isomorphism implies that H is locally isomorphic to G. Making use 
of the local isomorphism, it can also be seen that H has no open 
subgroups. Similarly it can be seen that B(G) is isomorphic to 
H/HnK,. 
If G is complete, then B(G) is a closed subgroup of l’-l T, . This 
forces H to be a closed subgroup of E. H is closed since p is a local 
isomorphism and since a subgroup H of a topological group E is closed 
if H’s intersection with a neighborhood S of E is closed. 
Therefore if G is complete, G is isomorphic with a quotient group 
H/K where H is a closed subgroup of E, K = Kl n H is a discrete 
subgroup of E, and H has no open subgroups. If G is connected, 
then H is connected. 
More generally suppose that G is a topological group which has 
no open subgroups and has a basis of the identity of neighborhoods 
V, that are the intersection of elementary weak neighborhoods. Then 
for j3 fixed the neighborhoods (1/2”)F/‘, form a basis of the identity 
for a topology which makes G into a topological group. Define GO 
to be the quotient group of G in this new topology modulo the closure 
of the identity. Then if G is complete in the original topology, G is 
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the projective limit of the GO . By what was just shown G, is isomorphic 
to a group H,/Ko where HB is a closed subgroup of a normed space EB 
and K, is a discrete subgroup of EB . Then if E = Lim, EB , 
H = Lim, H, , and K = Lim, Ka , G = Lim, G, is isomorphic to 
H/K where H is a closed subgroup of E. E is locally convex since the 
EB are normed spaces. 
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